
 

2010 – 2012 New Faces Shift Knob Install for Hyundai Genesis Coupe 

 

*This DIY Guide is only applicable to the Auto Transmission 2010-2012 Genesis Coupe* 

**Process is most likely similar for the BK2 2013-2015 but verify with newfaces.co.kr** 

***This DIY is strictly informational, K5OS assumes no responsibility for damage during installation*** 

Tools Required:      Plastic Pry Tools:  For Trim pieces 

Razor Blade or Utility Knife: For removing wire insulation 

Electrical Tape: For wrapping spliced wires 

Wire Strippers: For stripping ends off extension wires & knob wires 

Scissors: For trimming extension wires & possibly plastic from shift knob 

Phillips Screwdriver: For securing metal clamp around shift knob 

Small Hacksaw: For cutting shift lever to height 

Measuring Tape: For measuring desired height on shift lever 

Sharpie: For marking desired height on shift lever 

Shop Towel: For catching metal shavings from shift lever 

Optional:                   Solder: For securing spliced wires together 

                                       Small Zip Ties and 1 Large Zip Tie: For securing spliced wires & shift boot 

Included with the New Faces Shift Knob Kit you will receive the following items:  New Faces 

Shift Knob, Extra Wire, Epoxy, Metal Clamp. OEM Parts included; Mobis Upper Console, Leather 

Shift Boot, and Chrome Upper Console Ring. 

Note: If you are performing this install on a 2011 Genesis Coupe, it is possible that the Upper 

Console does not have the heated seat switches. If this is the case, you can order these for 

$17.54 each used for around $30 shipped. 

New Faces actually did a DIY video for installing this for the Genesis, but if you cannot read 

Korean, then this video will definitely help make the install much easier. However if you are 

more of a visual person, we will list the steps here in this DIY, along with some High Quality Pics 

from New Faces. 

Link to DIY Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1QIoaP-6CY 
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Start by setting the parking brake, if you have a push button start or keyed, set the car to 

ignition or ACC to be able to put the shifter into Neutral, then twisting your shift knob counter-

clockwise unscrew and remove the OEM shift knob. 

 

Next using your pry tool, or flat blade screwdriver if you don’t have those, to pop the upper 

console off from around the shifter
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The Upper Console is held on by 4 tabs, pulling up on the Upper Console will get it free.  

Note: The picture shows the heated seat switches, if you have a 2011 Genesis Coupe you may 

not have these. If you do, they each have a connector that will need to be unplugged to be able 

to remove the upper console. 

Now that the Upper Console is out of the way you need to remove the shift plate. There is a 2 

wire connector on the left side of the shifter assembly, unplug this. There are 4 tabs that hold 

the shift plate on & you should be able to see them on the left & right sides. If you look once 

they are unhooked pull straight up on the shift plate. 
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Here is a picture of the bottom of the shift plate noting the 4 tabs. 

 

You will now need to remove the trim piece from around the HVAC and Radio. Use your pry 

tool and pry the 4 Tabs, 2 on left side and 2 on the right side. You will need to disconnect the 

Hazard lights connector, the HVAC connector, the Cigarette lighter connector and the 

connector for LEDs next to the Hazard lights. Once you have this trim piece free just set it aside. 

You need to unplug Connectors A and B from the BCM (Body Control Module) which is below 

the radio. Connector A is the far left and Connector B is the middle. 

The Diagram Below is from the Hyundai Genesis Shop Manual of the BCM. 
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Now we are Interested in splicing into 4 pins. On Connector A, pins 11 and 12, and on 

Connector B, pins 1 and 9. Just to make them easy to identify, pin 11 on Connector A is Yellow, 

Pin 12 on Connector A is Pink w/Black Strip, Pin 1 on Connector B is White w/Black Strip, and 

Pin 9 on Connector B is yellow. You will need to use your razor/utility knife and strip back the 

insulation on each of these wires as shown in the next picture 

 

Use the extra wire that came with the New Faces kit to splice into these wires. Make sure to 

solder the wires for extra protection and longevity. What these wires are for, are to show what 

gear you are in, so whatever you do, make note of what color wires you splice into each on 

each of the BCM connectors “This will be important soon” 

Once you have your wires spliced & soldered, plug the connectors back into the BCM Module. 

You will need to make the same type of splices into the Red and Black wires from the Cigarette 

adapter as well. Finally remember that 2 wire connector you unplugged from the shifter 

assembly earlier, you need to splice a wire into the Green wire w/ white strip. 
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Now you can reconnect all the connectors from the Hazard Lights, LED connector next to that, 

HVAC connector and cigarette adapter and reinstall the trim piece around the radio. 

Now the one thing that New Faces does not include with their kit is a wiring diagram. Luckily 

here’s a list of both the BCM wires and their corresponding gear and the color coding for the 

New Faces shifter. 

You will notice there are only 7 wires listed and there are 8 wires on the New Faces Knob. The 

one missing is the blue wire which corresponds to the Auto/Manual shift. Simply strip some 

wire back from the ends and twist the Blue and White wires together on the New Faces Knob. 

 

You now have to splice together the wires you T-Spliced to the BCM connectors, Cigarette 

Adapter, and Shifter Assembly to their corresponding wires on the New Faces knob “Hope you 

remember what color you T Spliced” 
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Start with the power, ground and immobilizer lock wires in that order. The rest you can do in 

any order you like. After connecting each wire to the New Faces shift knob, I wrapped each with 

electrical tape and used a small zip tie  over the twist to ensure it did not come apart, but this is 

optional. 

You will know if you have a good connection for each wire as the Blue LED will light up for that 

gear: P, R, N, D/AutoMan 

Once you have all your connections done, I bundled my wires and wrapped them all with 

electrical tape to tidy everything up. 

Now for the trickiest part of the install, the shift lever height is rather tall if you just install the 

New Faces knob on top of it. So this is where the hacksaw comes in. 

By default, the shift lever is just over 4” tall, New Faces cuts it down to 2.55”, but I thought that 

was a little low so I cut mine down to 2.75” thinking if that was too tall I could always cut it 

down more but if I went too short, I would have to replace the shift lever and start over. In the 

event you cut yours too short you can purchase a replacement shift lever from the following 

link for around $50.00 

https://www.parts.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=store.PartInfo&PartNumber=467212M000&Vehi

cleID=208450&diagram=1080410&Title%3D-SWITCHES-AND-CONTROLS-2010-12-w%2Fauto-

trans-w%2F2.0-Liter-SHIFT-LEVER 

So use your measuring tape, mark with your sharpie your desired height, wrap the shop towel 

around the shift lever to catch any shavings and then flex those muscles and use your hacksaw 

to cut the shift lever to height.  
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Test fit your New Faces shift knob to ensure that its height is satisfactory.  If after cutting down 

the length you feel it is still too high, repeat previous steps. Feel free if necessary to trim the 

plastic insert or the plastic at the bottom of the shift knob with scissors if it’s too long. Once you 

are satisfied with the height, then it’s time to secure the New Faces shift knob. 

Now use the Epoxy that came with the New Faces Kit and do a 1 to 1 mixture of base and 

hardener. Make sure to mix it thoroughly and apply it to the shift lever. 
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Use whatever you’d like to try and evenly spread the epoxy around the shift lever; spudger, 

toothpick, I used a plastic knife. 

Work the New Faces knob into place, start with just the plastic insert before applying the knob. 

After the knob is in place, wrap the metal clamp around it making sure it’s under the wires to 

hold them up and tighten with the Phillips Screwdriver to hold it in place. Adjust the shift knob 

as necessary if it turns slightly left or right of center. I left a little space between the clamp and 

the shift knob as I secured the shift boot with the optional large zip tie. 
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While the epoxy is curing and hardening, you can take this time to assemble the upper console, 

shift boot and upper console trim ring. 

Once the epoxy is cured, turn the shift boot inside out and place it over/around the New Faces 

knob. Be sure to secure the velcro and snap button once it’s in place. As I said I secured the 

shift boot to the knob with a large zip tie but that’s up to you. 

 

Reconnect the heated seat buttons if you have them and push the upper console back into 

place and adjust the shift boot to preference. It should look something like this when you are 

done. 
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One final test of going through the gears to make sure your LEDs light up accordingly and 

Congratulations You are Done. 
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The Last two shots are my actual car before and after. 
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Special Thanks to David with K5 Optima Store for all his help before and after the purchase. Anyone 

interested in this should absolutely go here to order this kit 

http://www.k5optimastore.com/products/new-faces-custom-led-shift-knob 
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